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weatronic brief Instruction 

Listen Module 
 
 
Introduction:  
 
The so-called "Listen Module" scans the telemetry back channel of the radio link between a 
weatronic transmitting module (DV 4) and a weatronic receiver. You can convert a normal 
transmitter module DV4 with or without Bluetooth. The telemetry information can thus be 
monitored live. The use of a large screen for live displaying of telemetry data or the stable Bluetooth 
connection to the Apple iPad (here only DV4 BT a) are thus possible. 
 
You will need: 
- DV4 in any variation 
- GigaControl V2.70 or higher 
- Mini USB cable 
- Power supply via mini USB ( we recommend a external power supply for cell phone, a so called 
Power Bank, which can be connected to the USB port on the DV4 ) 
 
Setting up the "Listen Module" 
1

st
  The DV4 , which you want to use as a "Listen Module", must be updated with the according 

 firmware ( V270_TypDV4_ListenModule.fw ). Please refer to the DV4 update 
 instructions here. The firmware is available on our website for download. 
 
2

nd
  Now connect the transmitter module (DV4) of your remote control with the weatronic software  

 Giga-Control V2.70 and note the serial number of the transmitter module in the tab of 
 Transmitter configuration. Now disconnect the module. 

  
 
3

rd
  Then restart GigaControl, but now attach the "Listen Module". Now at the tab transmitter 

 configuration a menu appears at the bottom right. Enter here the noted serial number and 
 click apply. 

  
 
4

th
  The "Listen Module" must not be bound to the receiver. Once it detects the transmitting module 

 with the applied serial number it connects automatically with the receiver as soon as it is 
 turned on. 
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LED flashing code "Listen Module": 
- Normal: GREEN with full brightness and YELLOW as soon as back channel data is received. 
- No connection to the transmitter module: Green and Red with low brightness 
 
Please note: 
- If you are using a "Listen Module" with Bluetooth , make the respective settings exactly as you 
would do for a normal DV4 BT or DV4 BT a. 
- Please note that the "Listen Module" and the actual transmitter module should be at least 1.5 
meters away from each other. Otherwise there will be interference and the "Listen Module" can lose 
the connection. Ideally, the "Listen Module" points directly to the front of the transmitter module 
and the receiver. A completely bad positioning for the "Listen Module" is behind the transmitter 
module. Since local conditions have a major influence on the functioning of the system, you should 
do some testing. 
- The power consumption of "Listen Module" is about 200mAh 
- Please note that the "Listen Module" has only a secondary priority. Occasional short-term 
connection problems may occur. 
- To achieve optimum transmission of the telemetry back channel, be sure the antennas are 
positioned optimally at the model! A good way to maintain this is to use the weatronic software 
GigaControl which can display the received frames (in%) and the RSSI > reception field strength ( in 
dBm ) in the big-screen tab. Try to mount both antennas at a 90 degree angle to each other and 
without any shielding of metal parts or similar shielding objects ( in general all electrically 
conductive materials ). For analyzing the result you can check two different values for each receiver / 
antenna. dBm (decibel milliwatts ) and % percent. The lower the amount of decibel the better it is 
and the higher the percentage the better it is. 
 
 

 
 
 
If you have any questions don’t hesitate to contact our service. 
 

Phone: +49 (0) 33 75 / 24 66 0 88  
or  per Mail : support@weatronic.com 
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